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The outermost layer of skin, stratum corneum (SC), functions as the major barrier to diffusion. SC has the architecture of dead keratin filled
cells embedded in a lipid matrix. This work presents a detailed study of the hydration process in extracted SC lipids, isolated corneocytes and
intact SC. Using isothermal sorption microcalorimetry and relaxation and wideline 1H NMR, we study these systems at varying degrees of
hydration/relative humidities (RH) at 25 °C. The basic findings are (i) there is a substantial swelling both of SC lipids, the corneocytes and the
intact SC at high RH. At low RHs corneocytes take up more water than SC lipids do, while at high RHs swelling of SC lipids is more pronounced
than that of corneocytes. (ii) Lipids in a fluid state are present in both extracted SC lipids and in the intact SC. (iii) The fraction of fluid lipids is
lower at 1.4% water content than at 15% but remains virtually constant as the water content is further increased. (iv) Three exothermic phase
transitions are detected in the SC lipids at RH=91–94%, and we speculate that the lipid re-organization is responsible for the hydration-induced
variations in SC permeability. (v) The hydration causes swelling in the corneocytes, while it does not affect the mobility of solid components
(keratin filaments).
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.Keywords: SC; Sorption microcalorimetry; Wideline NMR; Phase behavior; Molecular mobility; Lipid; Corneocyte1. Introduction
The skin is our largest organ and it comprises many
important functions. It permits the terrestrial life in that it
forms the barrier that protects body homeostasis. The preven-
tion of uncontrolled water loss, uptake of hazardous chemicals
from the environment, immune surveillance, thermoregulation,
synthesis of vitamin D and mechanical protection are some of
the functions that make the skin a vital organ. The most
important function of the skin is probably its ability to serve as
an efficient barrier to molecular diffusion, which is assured by
the very outer epidermis layer, the stratum corneum (SC) [1]. It
is however important to bear in mind that, even though SC has a
very low permeability, it is not totally tight. As an example,⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +46 46 222 44 13.
E-mail address: emma.sparr@fkem1.lu.se (E. Sparr).
0005-2736/$ - see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.bbamem.2007.05.028there is a non-negligible transepidermal water loss (TEWL) of
about 100–150 ml per day and square meter of skin surface
through the intact healthy skin [2].
The SC is exposed to large variations in the chemical
surroundings, which are able to affect its structure and functions.
Furthermore, the SC is subjected to several different gradients in,
e.g. water activity, temperature and pH, which can also influence
its function. Important examples are the observations of a non-
linear response in SC permeability to variations in the degree of
hydration, and that the barrier properties can be regulated by,
e.g., the relative humidity (RH) of the environment [3–7]. In a
theoretical model for transport in responding lipid membranes in
the presence of a water gradient, this non-linearity was explained
by structural transformations induced by this water gradient,
which largely affects the overall permeability [8].
The normal water content in SC is about 30%±5% [9], it
establishes the SC permeability [4,7], and is also a determinant
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to the mechanical properties, the appearance and the enzy-
matic activity in SC [10,11]. This intimate coupling between
structure, function and hydration of SC motivates the inves-
tigations of the SC ultrastructural organization and how it
responds to variations in hydration. Several studies on the
hydration of human SC indicate a swelling limit in the
interval 22–33 wt.% [12–16]. The SC consists of 10–15 layers
of dead flattened keratin filled cells (corneocytes) with about
0.5 μm thickness and 40 μm diameter. The corneocytes are
embedded in a matrix of stacked lipid lamellae in an array
similar to “bricks and mortar” [17]. The corneocytes exhibit a
cell envelope that consists of cross-linked proteins and cova-
lently bound long chain ceramides with important functions
such as acting as a permeability barrier and as a template to
orient intercellular lipid lamellae [18,19]. As the extracellular
lipids constitute the sole continuous regions of the stratum
corneum, the molecules that pass through the skin barrier must
be mainly transported through them [6,20,21]. Here, the multi-
lamellar arrangement of the lipids represents an almost ideal
barrier towards strongly polar as well as non-polar substances.
Due to its direct impact on the barrier properties, the orga-
nization and composition of these lipids has been extensively
studied [22–25]. Most of these studies concern the phase
behavior at various temperatures. However, when considering
the skin system, it is equally relevant to consider the phase
behavior at different RH/water contents under isothermal
conditions, which is the aim of the present work.
The main components of the SC extracellular lipid system
are ceramides, free fatty acids and cholesterol. The lipid
composition differs considerably from most other biological
membranes, having longer and more saturated lipids and
basically no phospholipids [26]. At physiological tempera-
tures, the SC lipids in human, pig and mouse SC are arranged
in a lamellar structure with two typical repeating units, a long
lamellar structure with a repeat period of ca. 134 Å and a
short lamellar structure with a repeat period of ca. 60 Å
[27,28]. The majority of the SC intercellular lipids are in a
solid state at normal RH and ambient temperature [29–34].
However, there are several studies indicating that a small
fraction of the lipids is in a fluid state [34,35]. The existence
of fluid lipids could account for the non-negligible TEWL,
which appears difficult to explain on basis only of the solid
SC lipids. It could also allow for the high elasticity of the
skin and for the enzymatic activity in the SC intercellular
space that is unlikely to take place in a crystalline phase [36].
Several models that combine the structural information with
the chemical and physical properties of the SC have been
developed. According to the Domain Mosaic Model [31], the
lipid phase can be envisioned as crystalline domains held
together by lipids in a liquid crystalline state. The sandwich
model [37] agrees on the coexistence of crystalline and liquid
crystalline domains, while it describes a complex structure of
connected bilayers where a discontinuous fluid phase is
located in the central zone. In contrast to these models, the
single gel phase model [38] proposes that the SC lipids form
a “single and coherent lamellar gel phase”.Taken together, it is well recognized that the mobility (fluidity)
of the different SC components as well as the SC hydration is very
important to several aspects of the vital functions of SC. However,
the actual mechanisms of the SC–water interaction, how it is
related with the hydration of the individual building-blocks (lipids
and corneocytes) and whether these components have indepen-
dent or cooperative roles in the hydration of SC are still
unresolved issues whose solution forms the goal of the present
study. Extracted SC lipids, isolated corneocytes and whole SC
were investigated at different RH/water contents by means of
isothermal sorptionmicrocalorimetry, and relaxation andwideline
1H NMR. The sorption calorimetric technique allows for
simultaneousmeasurement of the sorption isotherms and sorption
enthalpies. The combination of the thermodynamic characteriza-
tion of the hydration process and the structural information from
the 1H NMR measurements provides deeper molecular insight in
the SC response to hydration. The characterization of this process
is crucial to the understanding of skin structure and physiology, as
well as for the development of new therapies for the prevention
and correction of dermatological disorders related with low water
content (e.g. eczema, psoriasis), and to the development of new
pharmaceutical formulations for transdermal drug delivery and
new cosmeceutics.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Isolation of stratum corneum
The pig skin from two different animals was a kind gift from
“Slakteriprodukter i Helsingborg AB”. The hair was removed with an electric
shaver and the dermatomed skin was placed dermal side down on filter paper
soaked with a 0.2% trypsin (Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO) in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution, pH 7.4. Digestion occurred during the
night [39]. In order to remove any traces of viable epidermal cells, the SC is
rubbed and extensively rinsed with ultrapure water [Durapore (0.22 μm),
Millipore, Bedford, MA], dried under vacuum and stored at −20 °C until used.
2.2. Extraction of SC lipids
The SC was rinsed with hexane to remove any lipids which might have
contaminated the SC surface, such as sebaceous or subcutaneous fat [40]. For
the actual extraction we have followed the procedure described in [41]. Briefly,
the samples were sequentially immersed in three different HPLC-grade
chloroform/methanol mixtures (2:1, 1:1, 1:2) for 2 h each at room temperature.
The extractions were then repeated for 1 h each, and the sample was extracted
overnight with methanol. The extraction in methanol is used to extract any polar
lipids that are still remaining in the SC after the previous extraction steps [41].
All the extracts were combined and recovered by filtration through a filter paper.
The final extract composed by the SC free lipids was dried under vacuum in a
rotary evaporator and stored at −20 °C.
2.3. Isolation of corneocytes
The stratum corneummembranes recovered after extraction of SC lipids, were
suspended in 1 M NaOH in 90% methanol and heated at 60 °C for 1 h in order to
extract the covalently linked lipids of the cornified cell envelope. The mixture was
acidified to pH 4 by addition of 2M HCl and agitated with chloroform [41]. After
filtration, the remaining stratum corneum material was washed with chloroform to
eliminate residual lipids. In order to eliminate NaCl resulting from the extraction
procedure, isolated corneocyteswere extensively rinsedwith ultrapure water, dried
under vacuum and stored at −20 °C until used. Isolated corneocytes with normal
size and shape were recovered after this procedure and confirmed by optical
Fig. 1. Microcalorimetric sorption data (water content [wt.%] versus RH) at
25 °C for (a) extracted SC lipids, (b) isolated corneocytes and (c) SC. Key:
dashed lines—sample 1; solid line—sample 2.
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conformation is not modified by the delipidation procedure [42] nor by the
treatment with solutions with a pHb12 [43].
2.4. Sample preparation
After isolation and freeze-drying, all samples (intact SC, extracted SC lipids
and isolated corneocytes) were dried in vacuum at room temperature in contact
with 3 Å molecular sieves during 24 h. This procedure was necessary to remove
all traces of water and organic solvents as confirmed by the self-diffusion NMR
experiments. The transfer of the samples to the calorimetric cell and to the NMR
tubes took place in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. H2O was added to each sample
used in the NMR experiments after the samples being transferred into 4-mm
diameter NMR tubes in N2 atmosphere, in order to achieve the desired
hydration. To avoid evaporation the sample tubes were flame-sealed. The
samples were allowed to equilibrate for at least 1 week at constant agitation
before the measurements. Condensation of water was never observed in the
tubes in any of the samples.
2.5. Sorption microcalorimetry
A double twin isothermal microcalorimeter was used to study the water
vapour sorption of the SC and its components. A detailed description of the
instrument is presented elsewhere [44]. The method of sorption calorimetry was
used to monitor the water activity aw and the partial molar enthalpy of mixing of
water, Hw
m. A two-chamber calorimetric cell (diameter 20 mm) with the sample
chamber on the top and water chamber on the bottom was used. The calorimetric
cell was inserted into the double-twin microcalorimeter [44]. Water evaporated
in the bottom chamber diffused through the tube connecting the two chambers
and was absorbed by the studied sample in the top chamber. The thermal powers
corresponding to the evaporation of water in the vaporization chamber and to the
sorption of water vapour in the sorption chamber were used to calculate the Hw
m
with the sample. For the calculations of the Hw
m, the sorption calorimeter was
calibrated using magnesium nitrate hexahydrate as a standard substance [45].
Water activity was calculated from the thermal power measured in the
vaporization chamber as described in ref [46]. The experimental set-up could
be looked upon as a continuous titration of an initially dry lipid with water
vapour. The rate of water diffusion in the vapour is controlled by the geometry of
the vessel and the boundary conditions. We have confirmed that sorption process
takes place under quasi-equilibrium conditions by conducting separate
experiments with samples of different size. The complete sorption calorimetry
experiment in the present study took approximately 13 days for the SC lipid
samples, 3 days for the corneocyte samples and 7 days for the intact SC.
2.6. NMR
1H NMR spectra were obtained on samples of extracted SC lipids, isolated
corneocytes and intact SC with different water contents. Wideline 1H NMR
measurements were performed on a Bruker DMX-200 spectrometer using a
Bruker DIFF-25 gradient probe at a temperature of 25±0.5 °C. The 1H
resonance frequency for this system is 200 MHz. The probe is equipped with a
home made 5 mm saddle-coil RF insert with negligible 1H background signal.
Free induction decays (FIDs) were recorded after a 4-μs 90° pulse using a dwell
time of 1 μs and a receiver dead time of 4.5 μs. The FIDs were both analysed in
the time-domain, to extract solid/liquid ratios, and Fourier transformed to obtain
frequency domain NMR spectra. Transverse relaxation time (T2) measurements
were performed with the spin echo pulse sequence (90°– tE/2–180°–tE/2–
acquire) using 64 logarithmically spaced echo times tE between 0.1 ms and 0.5 s.
For a single component the signal I decays according to I= I0exp(−R2tE), where
R2=1/T2 and I0 is the signal at tE=0. Multicomponent signal decays can be
deconvoluted to yield relaxation probability distributions P(R2) using an inverse
Laplace transform algorithm [47]. 2D relaxation –chemical shift correlation
spectra were obtained by Fourier transform in the chemical shift dimension, and
subsequent inverse Laplace transform in the relaxation dimension in a manner
analogous to the DOSY method for analysis of NMR diffusion experiments
[48]. In this way overlapping peaks in the 1 D NMR spectrum can be separated
according to their relaxation times.
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Three independent properties related to the hydration of the
SC, extracted SC lipids and isolated corneocytes were
investigated: the water sorption, the partial molar enthalpy of
mixing of water, and the molecular mobility. Samples obtained
from two different animals (1 and 2) were investigated, and all
measurements were performed at 25 °C. Below, we first present
separate descriptions of the measured physical parameters. The
results are then collected into a unified discussion on the
hydration of SC and its components.
3.1. Sorption measurements
The calorimetric sorption measurement provides a relation
between the water content and the water activity (aw), which
can also be expressed in terms of the relative humidity (RH=
aw·100%) or the osmotic pressure Πosm=−RT/Vw ln(aw). The
sorption isotherms (water content, wt.%, given as the mass of
water divided by the mass of the whole system including the
water, as a function of RH) are presented in Fig. 1. Data from
sample 1 are shown as dashed lines and data from sample 2
as solid lines.
3.1.1. Extracted SC lipids
The sorption isotherms for the samples composed of
extracted SC lipids are shown in Fig. 1a. The calorimetric
measurements show a minor uptake of water until ca. 60–80%
RH, followed by a more pronounced swelling at higher RH. In
the latter region, three small steps at ca. 91%, 92% and 94% RH
are visible in the isotherms. These are better shown in the
magnification in Fig. 2 (lower curve, arrows), representing RH
vs. water content. The steps, which can be interpreted as
transitions in a fraction of the extracted SC lipids, are associated
with a small uptake of ca. 1 wt.% water at almost constant RH,Fig. 2. Magnifications of both the enthalpy curve (upper line, right y-axis) and the sor
animal 1. In this regime, the sorption data suggest the presence of three phase transiti
water contents (indicated by arrows).where the smallest uptake is seen for the transition at 91% RH.
There is a continuously increasing water uptake at RH N60%.
When comparing the sorption data from the different animals,
there is a similar response at high RH, while the water uptake is
slightly higher in the lipids extracted from animal 1 compared to
animal 2. Furthermore, a kink at ca. 60% RH is observed in the
isotherms from sample 1, which was not observed in the sample
from animal 2. The extracted lipid samples were prepared by
drying in vacuum and freeze-drying without special precautions
taken to ensure the formation of equilibrium crystals. The
discrepancy between the sorption curves at low RH might
therefore be related to the presence of different amorphous
states in the dry lipids, as well as biological variation in the lipid
composition.
3.1.2. Isolated corneocytes
The sorption curve for the isolated corneocytes [Fig. 1b]
shows a gradual swelling over the whole range of RH without
pronounced steps that would indicate phase transitions. The
shape of the sorption isotherm is similar to that of hen egg
lysozyme studied previously using the same calorimetric
method [49], although corneocytes take up slightly less water
than lysozyme. The sorption isotherm of corneocytes can be
roughly divided into three regimes: the initial sorption below
20% RH, the regime between 20 and 70% RH that features
almost linear sorption isotherm, and the final regime above 70%
RH where water uptake increases.
3.1.3. Stratum corneum
Sorption data for SC are shown in Fig. 1c. The isotherms
show a continuous uptake of water over the entire range of RH,
and no phase transitions are detected. At RH b60%, there is an
almost linear relation between the water uptake and RH. At
higher RH, there is an increase in the slope of the isotherm,
implying a higher uptake of water. Finally, at RH N90%, there isption isotherm (lower line, left y-axis) obtained from the extracted SC lipids from
ons that coincide with small exothermic peaks in the enthalpy curves at the same
Fig. 3. The partial molar enthalpy of mixing of water at 25 °C measured by
sorption microcalorimetry. (a) Extracted SC lipids (b) isolated corneocytes
(c) SC. Key: dashed curves—sample 1; solid curves—sample 2.
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sets obtained for SC from two different animals. There is a very
good agreement between the data from the two pieces of SC
from animal 1, and there is a qualitative agreement between the
sorption isotherms from the samples from the two different
animals.
3.2. Enthalpy of sorption
A great advantage of the double twin calorimeter system is
the simultaneous monitoring of the water activity (RH) and the
partial molar enthalpy of mixing of water (Hw
m) during the
hydration process at constant temperature [50]. The enthalpy
curves obtained at 25 °C for the three types of samples are
shown in Fig. 3 (Hw
m as a function of water content).
3.2.1. Extracted SC lipids
The enthalpy data for the extracted SC lipids is shown in Fig.
3a. The values of enthalpy effects measured in experiments with
two samples are close to zero in almost the whole concentration
range studied. At very low water contents the enthalpy effect
was slightly exothermic for the sample from animal 1, and
slightly endothermic for the sample from animal 2. The
enthalpy data obtained at higher water contents provide further
information on the transitions observed in the sorption
isotherms. Fig. 2 shows the magnifications of the enthalpy
curve (upper curve) together with the corresponding sorption
isotherm (lower curve) at high water contents. In this regime,
the sorption data suggest the presence of three phase transitions.
We see that these are all coinciding with small exothermic peaks
in the enthalpy curves at the same water contents [Fig. 2,
arrows]. The data shown in Fig. 2 were obtained from animal 1.
The transitions indicated by arrows in the figure were also
observed for the samples from animal 2, and are therefore
judged as real and reproducible effects. Due to the quasi-
equilibrium conditions in the experiments and the reproduci-
bility of these transitions, it is unlikely that they arise from, e.g.,
heterogeneities in the sample. The low transition energies are
consistent with the involvement of just a small fraction of the
lipids and low enthalpy transformations.
3.2.2. Isolated corneocytes
The enthalpy curve obtained from the isolated corneocytes
from SC from animal 2 is shown in Fig. 3b. The curve can be
divided into four regimes: strongly exothermic regime with
water contents 0–5 wt.%, two moderately exothermic regimes
with water contents 5–11 wt.% and 11–17 wt.% and the last
regime (endothermic) with water contents above 17 wt.%. The
shape of the curve and the values of the enthalpy of mixing Hw
m
are close to those observed in the sorption calorimetric study of
hen egg lysozyme [49].
3.2.3. Stratum corneum
Fig. 3c shows the enthalpy data obtained for the complete SC
of the different animals at 25 °C. There is a very good
agreement between the enthalpy curves at water contents for
which comparisons can be made. At low water contents, Hw
m is
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Fig. 4. Wideline 1H NMR spectra for the extracted SC lipids with (a) 1.4 wt.%,
(b) 29.2 wt.% and (c) 37.3 wt.% water at 25 °C (sample 2).
Fig. 5. Free induction decay for the extracted SC lipids with (a) 1.4 wt.%,
(b) 29.2 wt.% and (c) 37.3 wt.% water at 25 °C (sample 2).negative, implying an exothermic primary hydration of the SC.
At higher water contents, Hw
m is small and negative and it
increases towards zero when approaching a water content of
20 wt.%. Finally, when the water content exceeds 20 wt.%,
there is again a large exothermic enthalpy. The latter effect was
only observed for SC from animal 2, as the experiment for SC
from animal 1 was interrupted at lower water contents, and
therefore the reproducibility of this exothermic effect at high
water contents was not studied.
3.3. NMR measurements
The mobility in different fractions of the SC as well as in the
extracted lipids and the isolated corneocytes was investigated
by means of relaxation and wideline 1H NMR. Static dipolar
interactions for molecules located in a solid environment result
in fast T2 relaxation and broad
1H resonance lines—on the
order of 10 kHz [51]. The dipolar interactions are averaged by
molecular motions in a liquid environment leading to slow 1H
NMR relaxation and narrow resonance lines. Thus, NMR is a
sensitive method to estimate if molecules are located in a solid
or liquid environment. With sufficiently sharp resonance lines,
different fluid components can be resolved in the chemical shiftdimension. Even without chemical shift resolution, different
components can be resolved utilizing their different relaxation
rates. For microheterogeneous systems containing both solid
and liquid domains, the ratio between these domains can be
determined from the FID as described e.g., in ref. [52]. The
terms “fluid” and “solid” used for the description of the NMR
data should be interpreted in terms of the degree of averaging of
the dipolar interactions. Molecular rotation and translational
diffusion averages the couplings in a liquid crystal. If the system
is anisotropic, such as for a hexagonal or a lamellar phase, the
averaging of the intramolecular couplings is not complete,
leading to the characteristic super-Lorentzian lineshape of the
1H NMR spectrum [53]. The NMR data shown are all obtained
for samples from animal 2.
3.3.1. Extracted SC lipids
The extracted SC lipids were studied at different water
contents. Fig. 4 shows the 1H NMR spectra for the extracted SC
lipids with (a) 1.4 wt.%, (b) 29.2 wt.% and (c) 37.3 wt.% water.
The 1H NMR spectra contain two liquid-like components with
chemical shifts corresponding to water and methylene groups in
a hydrocarbon chain. The spectrum is too broad to observe
individual peaks originating from other parts of the lipids, such
as the headgroups and the methyl at the end of the hydrocarbon
chain. Nevertheless, these peaks make non-resolved contribu-
tions to the liquid-like part of the spectrum. The liquid peaks are
located on top of a broad peak originating from solid material.
This latter component is more easily observed in the FID data
(Fig. 5) as a component with fast decay. The more slowly
decaying part of the FID arises from mobile protons.
Extrapolation of the components to the time origin (the center
of the excitation pulse) gives the ratio between the number of
protons in liquid and solid environments [52]. The extrapolation
was performed by fitting a bi-exponential function to the data as
shown in Fig. 5. Monte Carlo error estimation was applied to
assess the uncertainty in the analysis, including the noise
contribution from the extrapolation. It is more difficult to get an
estimate of the error originating from the choice of functional
form for the signal decay. However, it should be noted that a
Fig. 6. 2D relaxation–chemical shift correlation spectra for extracted SC lipids with 37.3 wt.% water at 25 °C (sample 2).
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significantly low quality fit. Both solid and fluid lipids are
detected in the lipid mixtures at all water contents investigated.
T2 relaxation experiments (log R2= log1/T2) were performed
with the purpose of improving the resolution between the liquid
components and getting further information about the environ-
ment in which the molecules are located. The T2 distribution
plot of the mobile protons in the hydrated samples is
multicomponent, but it is not possible to distinguish aqueous
protons from non-aqueous protons (see Fig. 6, for 37.3 wt.%
water). If present, excess bulk water would be detected as a
component with a T2 of about 1 s. This was not the case for any
of the studied samples. Since the water contents of the samples
are known, it is possible to make an estimate of the fraction of
the non-aqueous protons that are mobile from the NMR FID
experiments, assuming an approximate proton content in lipids
of 11.9 g H/100 g dry weight [54]. The calculated values of the
fraction of fluid lipids in the extracted SC lipids at different
water contents are summarized in Table 1. For very low water
content the value of the fluid lipid fraction is small. In the range
14.9–43.7 wt.% water, the fraction of fluid lipids is clearly
higher and no variation in fluid fraction with hydration could be
detected within the resolution of the measurements.Table 1
Estimate of the fraction of non-aqueous protons arising from lipids in the mobile
state (nnon-aq mobile/nnon-aq total), as derived from NMR FID experiments





43.7 0.38Finally, we note that the 1H NMR spectra do not exhibit the
characteristic lineshape of an anisotropic liquid crystalline
phase [53]. This could be explained by molecular exchange
between regions with different orientation of the lamellar
director occurring on a time scale that is short with respect to the
inverse NMR line width in the absence of exchange (app.
0.1 ms). Alternatively, the environment of the fluid lipids are
much more disordered and dynamic than in a typical bilayer,
resulting in almost complete averaging of the anisotropic spin
interactions.
3.3.2. Isolated corneocytes
The isolated corneocytes were investigated at different
degrees of hydration. The 1H NMR spectra and T2 relaxation
experiments indicate the presence of only one liquid-like
component while the major part of the sample is solid. With
increasing water content, there is a continuous decrease in the
fraction of the solid component (from 0.91 until 0.36) and an
increase in the value of T2 for the liquid component (from ca.
0.13 ms to a maximum value of 10 ms)— an indication that the
mobile protons are those of water. An estimate of the fraction of
mobile protons arising from the non-aqueous part of the sample
based on the NMR FID experiments, assuming a proton content
in keratin of 5.8 g H/100 g of dry weight [54] shows that the
fraction of the fluid component in the non-aqueous part of the
sample is zero and that it is not affected by the water content.
The 1H spectra shown in Fig. 7 further indicate that no
significant change of the mobility of the solid component occurs
upon hydration.
3.3.3. Stratum corneum
Samples of intact SC were investigated at different water
contents. For all compositions, both fluid and solid material is
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Fig. 7. Wideline 1H NMR for the isolated corneocytes with (a) 5.8 wt.%,
(b) 15.1 wt.% and (c) 31.2 wt.% at 25 °C (sample 2).present. Only one liquid-like peak can be observed in the
chemical shift dimension. Using the relaxation-chemical shift
correlation experiment, the liquid-like peak is resolved into two
components as shown in Fig. 8 for 12.8 wt.% water. In contrast
to the case of extracted lipids the aqueous and non-aqueous
fluid components cannot be resolved in the chemical shift
dimension (Fig. 6) for the intact SC, presumably because of
peak broadening originating from magnetic susceptibility
differences between the different domains in the microheter-
ogeneous system. The intensity of the peak with higher T2 value
did not change with different water contents, therefore it is
probably related with the non-aqueous mobile component of the
sample and the lipid hydrocarbon tails. This result shows that
lipids in a fluid state are also present in the intact SC and notFig. 8. 2D relaxation–chemical shift correlation spectraonly in the isolated lipids. The rather fast T2 relaxation of the
water is typical for water in close proximity (b1 nm) to solid
components [55]. Upon hydration the value of T2 is
continuously increasing. This fact can be explained by fast
exchange occurring between a perturbed surface layer with fast
relaxation and a layer of slowly relaxing free water without
direct contact with the solid surface. At 44 wt.% water content a
considerable part of the sample remains solid. As was also the
case for the extracted SC lipids and the isolated corneocytes,
excess bulk water was not detected in the investigated samples.
4. Discussion
The data presented in this work are obtained from measure-
ments with two complementary techniques, NMR and sorption
microcalorimetry. NMR is a very powerful tool to detect minor
fractions of fluid components in complex mixtures, which is
more difficult to reach with, e.g., X-ray diffraction techniques.
NMR has also some advantages over, e.g., fluorescent
techniques and ESR, in that it does not require any labeling of
the molecules or the presence of fluorescent probes that might
affect the (local) phase equilibria. The sorption microcalorimetry
measurements provide almost complete thermodynamic
description of the hydration process in the different systems.
By combining these techniques, the thermodynamic events can
be related to the local mobility, and thereby molecular
interpretations on the process of SC hydration can be made.
4.1. Solid and fluid SC lipids
It is well established that the extracellular SC lipids form
a lamellar structure [28,34,56,57]. Still, the molecular or-
ganization of the SC lipids within this lipid lamellar matrixfor SC with 12.8 wt.% water at 25 °C (sample 2).
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amount of experimental data have been proposed, including
structures of connected bilayers [37,58,59] and the formation
of domains within the bilayers [31]. These models take into
account the coexistence of fluid and solid lipids, although
the relative amounts have not been quantified experimen-
tally. The NMR data in the present study clearly show such
coexistence of fluid and solid lipids. It is also shown that a
small fraction of the lipids remain in the fluid state at water
contents as low as 1.4 wt.% water. The existence of fluid
lipids is considered crucial to the barrier properties of the SC
because these are lipids likely to constitute a major transport
route. Presumably, water and other small molecules that
penetrate the SC diffuse through the fluid lipid regions, as the
permeability is considerably higher in the fluid phase than in the
solid phase.
From values of the fraction of fluid lipids estimated from the
NMR FID experiments (Table 1), we conclude that a rather
substantial fraction of the lipids are in the liquid state. This
confirms previous results pointing to the existence of fluid SC
lipids at ambient temperatures [34,35,60–64], and it is the first
time that a numerical value is assigned. The amount of fluid
lipids is significantly lower at a water content of 1.4% than at
water contents of 15% or higher. Within the resolution of our
method, we are not able to demonstrate any variation within the
fraction of fluid lipids at 25 °C and water contents above
14.9 wt.% of water. Previous IR studies have shown that the
acyl-chain order in the intercellular lipids increases with
hydration at low water contents, while it is independent of the
degree of hydration at higher water contents [61,65]. On the
other hand, ESR studies have shown that, at a slightly higher
temperature, there is an increase in the membrane fluidity with
increasing water content up to the fully hydrated state [5,60].
Taken together, this implies that both temperature and hydration
influence the SC phase behavior. It is also likely that, e.g., pH
affect the SC lipid phase behavior. The hydration process can
effect the degree of ionization of the fatty acids [66] in the SC
lipids, and it is possible that the proton concentration between
the lamellae can vary between the swollen and the dry sample.
However, it is not possible to control pH in the sorption
calorimetry measurements.
From the sorption data we conclude that there is a substantial
swelling of the extracted SC lipids upon hydration. At RH
approaching 100%, the lipid phase contains more than 40 wt.%
water (Fig. 1). This is consistent with the presence of liquid
crystalline lipids, as solid lipids generally have a much lower
ability to take up water. The sorption isotherm in Fig. 1a can be
analysed in terms of interlamellar forces in bilayer systems
because the osmotic pressure of water is equal to the interbilayer
force in a lamellar system. At RHN65%, the sorption data show
an exponential relation between the osmotic pressure and water
content, which is typical for the swelling of lamellar lipid
systems [67]. There exists a debate in the literature on whether
the SC lipids are able to swell in water or not. This discussion is
mainly based on data obtained from SAXS measurements on
SC and SC lipid models that in fact, have shown somewhat
contradictory results. In some of these studies, no swelling wasdetected in human and mouse SC [28,56,68], while minor
swelling has been reported for the lipid bilayers in pig SC [27]
and SC lipid models [69], and a rather pronounced swelling was
shown for the short lamellar repeat distance structure in the SC
of hairless mouse from 5.8 nm at 12 wt.% water to 6.6 nm at
50 wt.% water [57]. More recently, also neutron scattering
results [70] indicated swelling of the bilayer regions of human
SC. An explanation for why the swelling was not observed in
some of the studies might lie in the inherent limitations of the X-
ray techniques, e.g. the second order peak for the long repeat
distance lies very close to the first peak of the short one, which
might lead to overlapping. In fact, the most clear observation
[57] of swelling in the short lamellar repeat distance was
detected for SC from hairless mouse, which apparently gives
sharper diffraction peaks than that from human or pig SC. The
previous data displaying swelling of the short lamellar phase
[27,57], together with the present NMR and sorption data,
indicate that swelling fluid lipids are present in the short
lamellar structure of the SC lipids. From the present data, we
cannot judge whether fluid lipids are also present in the non-
swelling long repeat distance lamellar structure, which has been
previously suggested [37,59].
The NMR data show a significant increase in the fraction of
fluid lipids between 1.4 wt.% and 14.9 wt.% water. In the
calorimetric sorption measurements we did not observe
pronounced phase transitions between solid and fluid lipids
during the hydration process of the SC lipids at 25 °C, but the
narrow endothermic regime seen for the sample from animal 2
may indicate the melting of some ordered domains at low water
contents. We also note that the initial hydration of the SC lipids
from animal 1 features exothermic heat effect, which is typical
for the hydration of glassy materials [71]. The glassy materials
are disordered like liquids but exhibit solid-like dynamic
properties. The increase of the fraction of the lipids in the
mobile state can thus be caused by melting or by a glass
transition in a fraction of the lipids. The difference between the
values of enthalpies of hydration of two samples of SC lipids at
very low water contents can be explained by biological
variations and by effects by the preparation procedure. Even
small differences in the drying procedure can lead to different
degrees of crystallinity of the dry lipid samples. However, after
the uptake of the first water molecules, the hydration process is
very similar for the samples from the different animals, and the
possible variations in the degree of crystallinity in the dry
sample does not appear to affect the hydration process at water
contents above 4 wt.%.
The calorimetric data demonstrate three exothermic phase
transitions in the extracted lipids at high RH [Fig. 2]. These
transitions cannot be associated with chain melting, as that
would give rise to an endothermic heat effect, and the molecular
explanations for the observed transitions are not fully under-
stood. The exothermic transition is compatible with a transition
between different liquid crystalline phases, e.g. from a phase
with lower curvature to a phase with a higher curvature, has
been observed for other lipid systems [72]. However, there are
no evidences in the literature of non-lamellar structures in the
SC at ambient temperatures, although there are indications of a
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temperatures [73,74]. The exothermic heat effect could also
be related to an increase in the local curvature at the boundaries
between the domains of different lamellar structures. Previous
SAXS data showed that the swelling limit of the short lamellar
structure coincides with the water content (ca. 50 wt.%) where
two repeating units seems to match the repeat unit of the long
lamellar structure [57], and it was suggested that further
swelling is constrained due to the structural restriction put up by
the domains of the non-swelling long lamellar structure. The
curvature at the domain interface would then go from a negative
value to zero, which could give rise to an exothermic heat effect,
in accordance to the discussion above [72]. A related
explanation for the exothermic transitions at high RH lies in
the reorganization of the lipid domains within the lamellar
structure, e.g., fusion of fluid domains at increasing the water
content. It should be noted that the domain reorganization and
domain swelling are not to be considered as phase transitions
from a thermodynamic point of view. Still, it could give rise to
the type of enthalpy effects detected in the calorimetric
measurements. The proposed explanations for the exothermic
phase transition have in common that they are not expected to
give rise to any large enthalpy effects. They are also consistent
with the very minor uptake of water associated with the
transitions, while much larger effect would be expected for a
transition between a solid and a fluid phase. However, it is hard
to estimate the relative amount of lipids that are involved in the
transitions, which also means that we cannot judge exactly how
large these effects really are.
Finally, we recall that the properties of the extracellular SC
lipids are crucial to the barrier properties of the skin, as these
lipids constitute the only continuous route for molecular
transport. It is therefore important to relate the lipid structure
to barrier properties. In fact, the exothermic transitions at
RH=91–94% coincide with the region in RH where previous
studies shown on a distinct change in water permeability of the
SC [5,7]. We therefore speculate that the hydration-induced
lipid re-organization observed could be responsible for the
alteration in SC permeability, and thereby partly explain the
non-linear transport behavior of the SC.
4.2. Swelling of the isolated corneocytes
The major components of isolated corneocytes are the
keratin filaments [75], and it is reasonable to assume that
measured properties are related to the hydration of these. The
wideline 1H spectra (Fig. 7) do not exhibit any changes in the
mobility of the non-aqueous components of the corneocytes
when increasing the water content, leading to the conclusion
that the keratin filaments remains solid throughout the whole
hydration process. The increase in the value of T2 for the
aqueous component with hydration, and the gradually increas-
ing component in the sorption isotherm, are both consistent with
a continuous swelling of the solid keratin filament with
hydration without any major structural rearrangements. There
is evidence in the literature of unspecified protein conformation
change induced by hydration [12], and both α and β forms havebeen identified as predominant secondary structures in SC
proteins [76,77]. The present measurements cannot distinguish
between these different protein conformations, although the
different rigid conformations are both consistent with the
wideline 1H NMR measurements.
As was pointed out above, the sorption isotherm of
corneocytes has similar shape to that of lysozyme. This reflects
the fact that both substances consist of amino acid residues.
Different amino acids have different hydrophilicities, the most
hydrophilic ones hydrate first, the most hydrophobic ones
hydrate after, which gives rise to a smooth sorption isotherm.
The observation that lysozyme takes up more water at the same
relative humidity can reflect difference in the structures of the
two protein materials (globular vs. fibrillar) as well as the
difference in their amino acid compositions. The gradual
swelling profile is in good agreement with previously reported
sorption data for SC samples depleted of intercellular lipids
from sorption microbalance measurements [13,78]. The
enthalpy measurements show a strongly exothermic enthalpy
effect at low water contents and endothermic effect at high
water contents. [Fig. 3b]. The observed effects indicate that in
the beginning of sorption the material is in the glassy state,
which is typical for proteins at low water contents [49]. We also
note that previous studies have also demonstrated a brittle to
ductile transition in rat SC [75] upon hydration, which was
explained by a glass transition in the keratin molecules. The
exact position of the glass transition in corneocytes is difficult to
determine because in proteins this transition can be stretched
over a wide range of compositions and temperatures [49]. We
suggest that the glass transition occurs in the third regime on the
curve of enthalpy (i.e. between 11 and 17 wt.% of water). The
straight lines in Fig. 3b correspond then to the second glassy
regime (5–11 wt.%) and to the elastic regime (above 17 wt.%).
4.3. Hydration of stratum corneum
A major finding in the present study is the presence of fluid
lipids in the intact SC. This is considered crucial to the barrier
properties of SC as the fluid lipids likely constitute a major
transport route for molecular diffusion. The fact that fluid lipids
are detected in both the extracted lipids and in the intact SC
further strengthens the link between the findings for the SC
components to the complete SC. By reducing the complexity
and study the different components separately, it is possible to
achieve more detailed information that would not be accessible
for the complex system. One example of this is the transitions
detected for the extracted SC lipids at high RH, which are not
observed for the intact SC. The lipids constitute only a small
fraction of the complete SC (ca. 15%) and the exothermic
transitions are difficult to detect even in the sample composed
exclusively by lipids (Fig. 2). Due to the low signal we cannot
expect to detect these transitions in the sorption calorimetry data
for the intact SC. Still, the observed transitions might have
important implications to the non-linear transport properties of
the SC as discussed above.
The sorption isotherms of intact SC are similar to previous
observations for human, porcine or neonatal rat SC [3,5,7,12,16],
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Fig. 9. Sorption isotherms of extracted SC lipids (dashed curve), isolated
corneocytes (thin solid curve) and stratum corneum (thick solid curve).although we were able to provide a more accurate description
of the SC sorption behavior, especially at high RH. The
sorption data are also accompanied by the thermodynamic
description of the whole hydration process. This value is higher
than the swelling limit of SC previously reported for human SC
(22–33 wt.%) [12–16]. The enthalpy data for intact SC also
show a large exothermic heat effect at the end of hydration
process [Fig. 3c]. Such exothermic heat effects at high water
contents has not previously been observed in any other
materials studied by the method of sorption calorimetry. We
suggest that the exothermic heat effect is a kinetic effect related
to “delayed” hydration of the SC lipids and corneocytes in the
glassy states due to very slow hydration (water diffusion) of the
extracellular SC lipids and the protective corneocyte envelope
[79]. Still, as the time of the experiment evolves and RH
increases, water penetrates through the lipids and the cornified
envelope and hydrates the sample, thus producing a “delayed”
exothermic effect. Note that the beginning of the final
exothermic effect also corresponds to a large increase in
water uptake by SC at ca 90 % RH [Fig. 1c].
The capacity of SC to take up water has been attributed to
swelling of the corneocytes and to the formation of water-pools
in the extracellular SC lipids [27,80] rather then swelling of the
extracellular SC lipids. The formation of water-pools indicates
excess solution conditions, or in other words, water contents
above the swelling limit (100% RH), and this is not considered
relevant to the present experiments (RHb100%). The combina-
tion of the presented calorimetric data for intact SC and its
components at varying water contents can be used to further
explore the different mechanisms of SC swelling. In Fig. 9 we
present combined data on sorption isotherms of SC and its
components. This plot shows that the sorption isotherms are
approximately additive, i.e. the sorption isotherm of SC lies
between sorption isotherms of its components and may roughly
be approximated as their weighted sum. All three sorption
isotherms cross at RH slightly higher than 80%. Below 80%
RH, the hydration of corneocytes is more pronounced than thatof lipids, while at high RHs, the lipids take up more water than
corneocytes do. This is also consistent with previous observa-
tions [81,82], and this implies that the swelling and the water
holding capacity of the SC lipids cannot be ignored. In this
comparison one should, however, be aware that the sorption
isotherm for the intact SC might include non-equilibrium
effects due to a “delayed” hydration, which might complicate
the analysis. Still, we believe that the results presented here
reflect the general trends of hydration behavior of stratum
corneum and its components.
5. Conclusions
The SC is exposed to large variations in the chemical
surroundings that can affect its structure, and thereby also its
function. An important example is that the transport properties
can be regulated by the water content in SC, which is related to
the RH of the environment. Furthermore, the water content has
profound influence on other vital functions of the SC, e.g., the
mechanical properties and the enzymatic activity. In this study,
we explore the process of hydration in intact SC as well as in
extracted SC lipids and isolated corneocytes, and we conclude
that:
• There is a substantial swelling of SC as well as of its
components at high RH. At low RHs corneocytes take up
more water than SC lipids do, while at high RHs swelling of
SC lipids is more pronounced than that of corneocytes. This
implies that uptake of water in SC is strongly dependent on
the hydration of both the lipids and the corneocytes.
• Lipids in a fluid state are present in both extracted SC lipids
and in the intact SC.
• At water contents ranging from 1.5 to 40 wt.%, there is a
coexistence of fluid and solid SC lipids. This coexistence is
considered crucial to the barrier properties of the SC, as these
phases have totally different diffusion characteristics.
• There is an increase in the fraction of the fluid lipids at water
contents below 15 wt.%, whereas the fraction of fluid lipids
remains virtually constant when the water content is further
increased.
• Three exothermic phase transitions are detected in the SC
lipids at RH=91–94%. These transitions coincide with the
region in RH where previous studies have shown a distinct
change in water permeability of the intact SC, and it is
possible that this hydration-induced lipid re-organization is
partially responsible for non-linear transport behavior of the
SC.
• The hydration causes swelling of the corneocytes, while it
does not affect the mobility of solid components (keratin
filaments).
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